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Happy July! This is Rachel Walker filling in this month to assist with
the newsletter as Sam navigates treatment. Our thoughts are
definitely with Sam and we hope to surround him with all the support
he needs during this time.

I offered to write the opener for July since it's my birthday month and
it's a pretty big birthday for me, I'll be turning 40! I'm actually pretty
excited to turn 40 and start a new decade.  My 30s were tough.  I was
29 when my mom was diagnosed with cancer for the second time
which was Ovarian cancer.  My mom passed 2 weeks after my 35th
birthday, your mom or your any parent is a huge loss.  I was
diagnosed a year and half later at 36.  Needless to say my 30s were a
whirlwind with lots of ups and downs, Covid definitely didn't help. 
However, I feel like I've made the most of my 39th year, adjusting to
life after cancer and life with Covid.  I've done new things that are out
of my normal comfort zone, like presenting the game day ball and
participating in the Penn State Podcast, which is now available on
Spotify, the link is posted further down in the newsletter. Cancer
helped me realize that I want all the new experiences possible in my
years to come. 

We know that life is unfair especially to be under 40 and know
the reality of mortality, but also understanding what a blessing it is to
have another year around the sun.  For me after going through cancer
I have such a deep appreciation for life and celebrate each milestone,
for me there's no dread turning another year older or entering a new
decade.  Maybe that's one of the blessings that cancer provides to
have a lot less dread in life regarding aging. After all we've lost several
of our fellow survivors in the last few months and we know that death

     



doesn't discriminate because of our age.  We feel things and
experience life at a different magnitude than those that haven't been
through cancer or a serious illness.  We know too well that we don't
always get to chose our experiences in life, but we do have control on
how we respond to those events.  My 30s had me adopt the motto,
I'm going to have fun regardless of what I'm doing. Don't get me
wrong there's always room for other emotions besides happiness, but
I refuse to allow any negative emotion to control my entire day.  May
you find ways to celebrate yourself this month, Happy July!

DALLAS YACS CALENDAR

July 26th, Tuesday, 7:00 pm — June Virtual Support Group 

July 30th, Saturday, 11:00 am - 1:00 pm — Brunch Cooking
Class, more details will be emailed 

ALEX'S MEDITATION MOMENT
Anxiety is an emotion that comes with a passport for mental time travel. When
we find ourselves in a place of uncertainty or are feeling overwhelmed, our
conscious sneakily starts to toggle between dwelling on the past and worrying
about the future. Different from dread where the probability of a negative
outcome is high, anxiety says there is a threat that something bad could
happen along with a pretty good chance that something good could happen.
What it also tells us that is really important is that we care about the outcome of
the situation and want to affect change. While we can’t and wouldn’t want to
eradicate anxiety (like fear, it does have a protective factor that helps us survive
and persist in difficult times), we can tenderly tune into where the feeling may
be coming from and explore what committed actions we can take in the
present. 
To understand what drives our anxiety and what we want to do about it, we first
have to let it matter. We make space for this emotion- as we do for all
emotions- to gain insight into why it’s showing up, when, and what we can
learn. Easier said than done, right?! That’s because anxiety often leads to



worry and/or avoidance. Many people believe that worry is a helpful coping skill
and that we have no control over it. Worry is not a skill or an emotion, and we
can learn how to control it by looking at what truths are present and what
useless things we are telling ourselves. Avoidance tells us that because
something is uncomfortable that we would be better off not showing up and
definitely should not move closer to anything that evokes more fear or
discomfort. Worry and avoidance are what get in the way of us bravely deciding
to act, keep us in states of constant anxiety, and lead us to question if we are
enough. If we can work to befriend anxiety with tenderness and compassion,
we will find community with those who share in the beliefs that the future has
risks worth wisely taking and that we have the agency to make positive
changes.   
 

1. Take a moment to thank yourself for being here—for taking this time to
be present, to go inside, into your own life.

2. Connect with your mind and body with a mindful check-in: Feeling any
sensations, any holdings, any tightness in the body as well as feeling into
your mood, feeling into your emotions, and just acknowledging whatever’s
being felt and letting be.

3. Now very gently, withdrawing the awareness from the mindful
check-in, let’s bring our attention to the breath: Being mindful of the
breath in the abdomen, expanding on an inhalation and falling on an
exhalation. Breathing in and breathing out with tender awareness.

4. Now gently withdrawing the awareness from breathing, we’ll shift
our focus to a brief body scan. Feeling into this body, into the world of
sensations, thoughts, and emotions, and acknowledging whatever is
being experienced. Whatever arises in the body, or perhaps at times even
in the mind and emotions, acknowledging and letting be.

5. Breathe into your whole body. We may notice from time to time
tensions, tightness, achiness, and if we can allow any of these areas to
soften, by all means, let that happen. It’s also important to know that if we
are unable to soften, our practice informs us to let be. Let whatever
sensations ripple and resonate wherever they need to go—the same
applies even to our thoughts and emotions, letting them be.

6. Be kind to any anxious thoughts that arise with mindful inquiry. As
we’re feeling into this body and mind, we may at times continue to
experience some anxious thoughts, worries, fears, and there are times
when we can use the practice of mindfulness, of inquiry, of investigating
to discover potentially the underlying causes of our fears. If it appears that
even after practicing the body scan and mindful breathing that we’re



persisting with some anxious feelings, bringing attention to those feelings
themselves now to acknowledge what’s being felt, feeling into the fear.

7. Wade into your feelings with tenderness and compassion. Just as we
sometimes put our toes into the water to acclimate to the water
temperature slowly, part by part. We should very gently dip our toes into
feeling fear, just acknowledging what’s there, feeling into the fear with
awareness—there’s no need to try to analyze or figure things out, just
experience feeling anxious, fearful, worried, and letting be. No need to
push ourselves more than we can handle but just working with the edges,
feeling into the anxiety and acknowledging. As we learn to be with things
as they are, we may discover the underlying causes of our fear and pain.

8. And now gently withdrawing from the mindful inquiry practice, come
back to the breath again. Breathing in and breathing out, with
awareness. Just staying present to each breath, in and out.

9. Take a moment to watch your thoughts. Just like we’re watching the
breath coming and going, we can even begin watching the very thoughts
we think as though we’re sitting at the edge of a river just watching
whatever is floating downstream. Beginning to observe the mind and even
the thoughts of fear are nothing but passing mental phenomena, mental
events that come and go. Observing the mind, thoughts, noticing the
ever-changing nature of thoughts, just coming and going. As we become
aware of thoughts and the traps we find ourselves in, we can become
free.

10. And now gently coming back to the breath.  Now as we begin to end
this meditation on working with anxiety let’s take a moment to remember
all those that are being challenged with these feelings, all those living with
fear, worry—let us extend our well-wishes of healing, of peace, to all
those living in fear. May we take these moments now to thank yourself for
proactively turning into your fears and working with them. As we acclimate
ourselves to our fears, may we not be so challenged by them. May all
beings, wherever they are, may they be free from fear, and may all beings
be at peace.

We are here for you!
Help us recognize your milestones! Do you have an appointment,



scan, or cancer-versary coming up? Let us know so we can send you
a note of support! Just follow the link below.

ROBERTO'S JOKE

Why did the doe call 1-800-Collect?  

To save a buck or two.....

Life on Pause Podcast is available!

Have a listen to our collaborated effort Fork in the Road with Penn
State. https://open.spotify.com/episode/2Yoiae08Mc1NJzRJY2WPZK?
si=aS_417J2Q7KZjPjwPC7dwA

Knowing the Group! Feat. Katy Clark 

Share your milestone!

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopen.spotify.com%2Fepisode%2F2Yoiae08Mc1NJzRJY2WPZK%3Fsi%3DaS_417J2Q7KZjPjwPC7dwA&data=05%7C01%7Crachel.walker%40lennoxind.com%7Cb5e3e097036e4756e2b608da5913b565%7C3affa13c80a246afbaaa2630b699aaf8%7C0%7C0%7C637920239721015454%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=VLh86iWRzCYj3mHSr%2F%2BC9lRRDFyhTeDn%2Fy%2F4oXJSuKE%3D&reserved=0
https://ais.swmed.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=37MTLK4YE7


Meet Katy Clark, Katy was diagnosed at age 14 and also at age 26. At the age
of 14 Katy was diagnosed with stage 1 melanoma on her left arm.  Her second
diagnosis was stage 2B breast cancer, ER & PR+. 

A bit about Katy is she lives in her hometown of Denton, TX with her husband
and 8 year old daughter! They have 3 huge dogs and 1 cat. Katy works in
Dallas in the mortgage industry at PrimeLending. 
Katy reflects on her experience with her second diagnosis, "I was diagnosed
with breast cancer three days after my daughter’s 2nd birthday. I wasn’t sure if I
would be able to see her grow up. She is 8 now and I’m so grateful that I get to
be apart of her life. Post chemotherapy, I have struggled with weight gain and
just general stamina. I feel like I am always out of breath. After my double
mastectomy, I have had discomfort and BII symptoms with the fake implants.
Trying to navigate this new world post treatment has definitely taken a toll on
me mentally and physically. Working with a counselor helps a lot! I have been
watching the group since the beginning but haven’t had much time to
participate. I would love to get more involved in 2022!" 

We are happy to have Katy as a member of the group and we look forward to
supporting her. 
 

Merch is back: https://dallasyacs.itemorder.com/shop/home/

That's it! You've reached the end of our newsletter. Until next time...
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